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Straggler Mitigation in Large Scale Distributed Matrix Computation
High-dimensional matrix computations are a key component of various algorithms within
machine learning and scientific computing. Such computations are often deployed on large scale
distributed computing clusters. The widespread usage of these clusters presents several
advantages over traditional computing paradigms. However, they also present new challenges,
e.g., such clusters are well known to suffer from the problem of stragglers (slow or failed
nodes in the system) which can end up dominating the overall job execution time.
In this talk we shall overview recent information-theoretic ideas in mitigating the effect of
stragglers in distributed matrix computation. At a top-level these ideas allow the recovery of the
desired result as long as any k-out-of-n worker nodes (where k < n) complete their assigned
tasks. The talk will highlight several open issues within this broad area and our recent work on
these topics. These include, dealing with partial worker node computations (slow vs. failed
nodes), sparse input matrices and ensuring numerical stability of the recovered result.
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